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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n a n d P u r p o s e 
This document, the TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Trust Framework, is one of a set of 
documents prepared by the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) that 
introduces the TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 solution. Although this document is not 
normative, it includes the relevant requirements from the TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 
Technical Specification, which is normative. The TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Trust 
Framework takes the Secure E-Mail v.1 business objectives and business requirements 
that are related to trust fabric, and identifies: 

• Building blocks and mechanisms that form the foundation for secure 
collaboration across the TSCP community. 

• PKI Trust topologies in scope for TSCP Secure E-mail v.1. 

• Implementation constraints or options for management of trust in TSCP 
Secure E-mail v.1. 

• Architectural and trust requirements related to TSCP Secure E-Mail v.1. 
Supporting documents are available for reference and are listed below. 

1 . 1        S u p p o r t i n g   D o c u  m  e n t s 
Each TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 supporting document is listed below along with a brief 
description and its associated hyperlink. All TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 documents are 
available for download on www.tscp.org. 
External references are listed in the TSCP Secure E-mail Technical Specification 
v. 1, Section 4.3, External Specifications. TSCP specifications are available at 

http://www.tscp.org/library/documents.  

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Specification 
This normative document provides requirements for the design and 
implementation of a technical solution for secure e-mail; it is mandatory for 
implementing enterprises. 

 

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Profile 
This normative document provides configuration requirements for solution 
elements and is mandatory for implementing enterprises. It addresses the 
business requirement to protect information in transit by applying technical 
constraints and controls to the selected solution elements. 
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• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 High Level Design 
This non-normative document describes the design details of solution 
elements, high level flows, and an overview of insource and outsource 
infrastructures. 

 

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Requirements to Enterprises 
This non-normative document articulates requirements to the enterprises 
that are using the TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 capability. 
 

 

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Requirements to Services Providers 
This non-normative document defines solution element requirements for 
Service Providers who may provide diverse services to Outsource 
Enterprises using TSCP Secure E-mail V.1. 

 

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Requirements to Community Service Providers 
This non-normative document outlines the functional and operational 
requirements of the Community Service Provider (CSP) for TSCP Secure 
E-mail v.1. 

 

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Requirements to Vendors 
This non-normative document articulates requirements to vendors who 
produce software for Enterprises and Service Providers for TSCP Secure 
E-mail v.1 solution elements: E-mail Client, E-mail Gateway, End User 
Certificate Repository, Certificate Lookup Service, Certificate Authority 
and Certificate Path Discovery and Validation Services. In order to 
implement Secure E-mail v.1, vendors must comply with the specifications 
set forth in other TSCP documents. 
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• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Gateway Design Principles 
This document is normative for Inbound and Outbound E-mail Gateways 
that will inspect encrypted e-mail, but optional for pass-through e-mail 
gateways. 
 

 

• TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Glossary 
This document provides a comprehensive listing of TSCP Secure E-mail 
v.1 terms, acronyms and their definitions.   
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2 S e c u r e E - m  a i l T r u s t F r a m  e  w  o r k 
Table 1 illustrates the mechanisms that support the trust framework for Secure E-mail 
v.1. Mechanisms consist of legal agreements, such as MOUs (memoranda of 
understanding), policies such as the CertiPath Certificate Policy, and standards, such 
as FIPS 140-2. 

Table 1. Trust Framework for TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 
 

  
Types of Trust 

 
Trust in Identity 

 
Trust in 
Attributes for 
Access Control 

 
Trust in Data 
Protection in 
Transit 

 
Trust in Data 
Protection in 
Rest 

  Tr
us

t I
m

pl
em

en
ta

tio
n 

M
ec

ha
ni

sm
s 

 
Legal Agreements 
/ Contracts 

 
CBCA MOU 

 
CBCA MOU 

 
MOU 

 
MOU 

 
Policies & 
Practices 

 
CertiPath 
Certificate 
Policy, CPS, 
Audit 

 
Community 
Registry 

 
SE v.1 
Technical Profile 

 
SE V.1 
Technical 
Profile, 
CertiPath Key 
Recovery Policy 

 
Technical 
Mechanisms 

 
PKI 
Implementation, 
CBCA Cross- 
Certification, 
FIPS 140 

 
S/MIME 

 
S/MIME 

 
S/MIME 

The implementation mechanisms are described below for each of the four types of 
trusts shown in Table 1. 

2 . 1  M  e c h a n i s  m  s T h a t S    u  p p o r t T r u s t  i n 
I d e n t i t y : 

• Legal Agreements/Contracts - The CBCA MOU established between each 
cross-certified enterprises and the CBCA binds the cross-certified enterprise 
to adhere to the CBCA Certificate Policy (CP), which includes defined levels 
of Identity Proofing and Vetting and standards for the operation of PKI within 
an enterprise. 

• Policies and Practices - CertiPath policy and audit ensure that enterprises are 
in compliance with CBCA Certificate Policy and that they have implemented a 
Certification Practices Statement (CPS). 
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• Technical Mechanisms - Enterprise PKI implementation provides credentials 
for individuals and a mechanism to check validity, while technical cross- 
certification with the CBCA extends trust across the community. FIPS 140 
validation of cryptographic modules used to hold subscriber secret keys 
provides assurance that the key remains protected at all times and only the 
legitimate owner of the module is able to control the use of the key. 

2 . 2  M  e c h a n i s  m  s T h a t S    u  p p o r t T r u s t  i n 
A t t r i b u t e s : 

• Legal Agreements/Contracts – The CBCA MOU establishes the rules for 
including organizational information with the Subject Distinguished Name field 
of the X.509v3 certificates issued to subscribers within the organization. The 
organization affiliation information may be used as authenticated attributes to 
support an access control decision. 

• Policies and Practices – The CSP may impose policies and compliance audits 
for registration of an enterprise with the CSP and being listed on the 
Community Registry. In that case, the fact that an enterprise is listed in the 
Community Registry implies that they comply with CSP registration 
requirements. 

• Technical Mechanisms – The S/MIME v3.x specification provides for signed 
e-mail that can carry signed attributes that can be trusted and used to 
determine whether to accept the message. 

2 . 3 T r u s t  i n D a t a P r o t e c t i o n i n T r a n s i t : 

• Legal Agreements/Contracts – There may be MOUs between groups of two 
or more enterprises that establish the requirements for data protection. 

• Policies and Practices – TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Profile 
establishes the exact specifications for interoperable e-mail between 
enterprises. The Technical Profile mandates the use of a certain level of 
encryption to protect the e-mail data. 

• Technical Mechanisms – The S/MIME v3.x specification supports the 
encryption of data 

2 . 4 T r u s t  i n D a t a P r o t e c t i o n a t R e s t : 

• Legal Agreements/Contracts – There may be MOUs between pairs of 
enterprises that establish the requirements for data protection. 

• Policies and Practices – TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Profile 
establishes the exact specifications for interoperable e-mail between 
enterprises. The Technical Profile mandates the use of a certain level of 
encryption to protect the e-mail data. Additionally, CertiPath Key Recovery 
policies support the recovery of encrypted data only when authorized 
appropriately, thus ensuring that unauthorized entities cannot recover keys or 
data. 
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• Technical Mechanisms – The S/MIME v3.x specification supports the 
encryption of data. 
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3 P K I T r u s t T o p o l o g i e s 
This section describes some of the issues that an enterprise should consider when 
establishing trust between elements of the enterprise's PKI and those of partner 
enterprises for the four PKI technical trust topologies. 

• Direct Trust 

• Bilateral Trust 

• Transitive Trust 

• Explicit Trust 
Each of the topologies is described in detail in the following sections. 

3 . 1 D i r e c t T r u s t 
In the Direct Trust topology shown in Figure 1, the Relying Party1 trusts the CA (or 
an upstream CA) that issued the certificate of the subscriber. The enterprise 
configures its Relying Parties to trust its own CA and the foreign CA with which it 
plans to do business. Path discovery and validation in this case is completely 
independent of the cross-Bridge PKI available via the CertiPath Bridge and the 
Federal Bridge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Direct Trust 
The Relying Party Trusts Its Own CA (above) and the Foreign CA (left). 

Legend: - a Bridge CA, - a CA trusted by the Relying Party 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 A Relying Party may be a sender or recipient in TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 that depends on an accurate trust status. 
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3 . 2 B i l a t e r a l T r u s t 
Bilateral Trust topology is shown in Figure 2. The enterprise cross certifies its CA 
with the foreign CA and configures its Relying Parties to trust only its own CA. The 
user trusts certificates issued by the foreign CA because a valid path can be 
constructed from those certificates to the user’s CA. The bilateral trust does not 
scale as the number of participating enterprises increases. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Bilateral Trust 

The Relying Party trusts its own CA (above) which is cross-certified with the foreign CA (left). 
Legend: - a Bridge CA, - a CA trusted by the Relying Party 
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3 . 3 T r a n s i t i v e T r u s t 
In the Transitive Trust topology shown in Figure 3, the enterprise’s CA joins the 
cross-Bridge PKI. The Relying Party trusts only its own Root CA; however, this Root 
CA is cross-certified with a Bridge CA that is also cross-certified with the CA that 
issued the certificate of the subscriber. The CA that issued the certificate of the 
subscriber (foreign CA) is trusted transitively. In addition, the Path Discovery and 
Validation Flow can construct certificate paths from any end-user certificate as long 
as that certificate is issued by a CA that is cross-certified with one of the Bridge CAs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Transitive Trust 

The Relying Party trusts its own CA (above) which is cross-certified with a Bridge CA. 
Legend: - a Bridge CA, - a CA trusted by the Relying Party 
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3 . 4 E x p l i c i t T r u s t 
In the Explicit Trust topology shown in Figure 4, business trust is established by 
the enterprise rather than computed automatically through the traversal of the 
cross-Bridge PKI. An enterprise may choose to restrict successful trust per 
transaction or end-user based on explicit trust (business trust). The Relying 
Party uses one of the other three topologies to establish technical trust in the 
subscriber and further constrains the trust based on additional criteria based on 
business trust relationships. Explicit trust layers business trust constraints on 
top of PKI technical trust to achieve the desired segmentation of the subscriber 
space. Constraining technical trust through business trust criteria is further 
discussed in section 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Explicit Trust 
 

The Relying Party trusts its own CA (above) which is cross-certified with a Bridge CA. Not all 
other cross-certified CAs are acceptable even if technical trust can be established with them. 

Legend: - a Bridge CA, - a CA trusted by the Relying Party 
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4 C o n s t r a i n i n g P K I  T r u s t f o r S e c u r e E - m  a i l v . 1 
One of the benefits of a Transitive Trust or Bridge Certificate Authority (BCA) 
environment is that it reduces the number of cross-certificates that must be issued and 
maintained in order to support trusted collaboration with outside organizations. 
However, the BCA environment allows trust propagation in an uncontrolled manner 
unless the governance of the BCA is very strictly controlled by the existing cross- 
certified enterprises as new enterprises are added to the trust fabric. For example, any 
enterprise that is currently cross-certified with the BCA will automatically trust additional 
enterprises that become cross-certified with the BCA in the future. 
Described below are some mechanisms to constrain PKI trust using either X.509v3 
extensions or by other means. While constraining PKI trust is one approach to limiting 
business-to-business trust for e-mail, there are other ways to limit business trust. An 
example is the use of e-mail gateways that implement e-mail blacklists that are 
independent of PKI. This section focuses only on use of PKI-based mechanisms to 
constrain trust. 

4 . 1  C o n s t r a i n i n g P K I T r u s t U     s i n g X . 5 0 
9 v 3 C e r t i f i c a t e E x t e n s i o n s 

X. 9v3 certificate extensions may be used to constrain PKI trust. [RFC3280] 
[RFC5280]. The following four extensions may be included in CA certificates (issued 
by one CA to another CA) and used to constrain PKI trust. 

• The pathLen value within the basicConstraints extension can be used to limit 
the maximum depth of valid certification paths that include this certificate. 

• The nameConstraints extension to limit the subject namespace that can be 
used for all downstream certificates. Namespace restrictions are defined in 
terms of the permitted and excluded name subtrees that are specified in this 
extension. 

• The policy constraints extension may be used to constrain path validation in 
two ways. If the inhibitPolicyMapping field is present, the value indicates the 
number of additional certificates that may appear in the path before policy 
mapping is no longer permitted. For example, a value of 1 indicates that 
policy mapping may be processed in certificates issued by the subject of this 
certificate, but not in additional certificates in this path. If the  
requireExplicitPolicy field is present, the value indicates the number of 
certificates that may appear in the path before an explicit policy is required for 
the entire path. 

• The inhibitAnyPolicy extension can be used to ensure that certificates with the  
anyPolicy object identifier are not allowed in valid certification paths. The  
point at which such certificates are disallowed is indicated with the skipCerts 
value. 
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The certificate profile and extensions of an enterprise-issued cross-certificate to the 
CBCA has to comply with the CertiPath Certificate Policy certificate profiles. The 
CBCA Certificate Profile for “Principal CA => CBCA certificate” specifies that: 

• The pathLen constraint must be absent; 

• The inhibitAnyPolicy must be populated with skipCerts = 0. 
Therefore, to constrain trust propagation in the CBCA environment, the  
nameConstraints and policyConstraints extensions may be used as described above 
within the cross-certificate issued by the enterprise to the CBCA. The use of these 
two extensions by an enterprise affects their ability to trust certificates from outside 
enterprises. However, it does not affect the ability of outside enterprises to trust 
certificates from that enterprise. The use of these extensions must comply with the 
specifications in X.509v3 and RFC 3280 or 5280. [RFC3280] [RFC5280] The 
decision to use X.509v3 extensions to constrain cross-domain trust should be made 
prior to issuance of the cross certificate by the enterprises’ Principal CA to the 
Bridge CA, since the extensions can only be included or excluded at the time of 
issuance of the relevant cross-certificate. 
For example, when an enterprise issues cross-certificate to the CertiPath BCA, this 
certificate may contain name constraints (permitted and excluded subtrees) that are 
acceptable for downstream certificates in an acceptable certification path. Similarly, 
an enterprise may populate the policyConstraints extension within the cross- 
certificate issued to the CertiPath BCA to specify inhibitPolicyMapping, skipCerts =1 
to indicate that policies may be mapped one additional time (in the certificate issued 
by the CertiPath BCA to another enterprise) but no further. The use of the value  
inhibitPolicyMappings, skipCerts=1 limits policy mapping into newer policy domains 
that are beyond the enterprises that are directly cross-certified with the CertiPath 
BCA. 
However, in the example above, it also implies that an enterprise cannot establish 
trust in another enterprise that is cross-certified with the Federal Bridge CA; that 
would imply a certification path that includes two more policy mapping steps. 
Therefore, enterprises should consider the use of these extensions to ensure that 
they achieve the desired trust constraints without unnecessarily limiting their ability 
to use secure e-mail with intended business partners and customers. 
4 . 2  U s e o f A d d i t i o n a l M  e c h a n i s  m s t o 

C o n s t r a i n  T r u s t 
Some government organizations, e.g., the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), have 
adopted a scheme in which they maintain two trust roots: one for internal 
organizational trust purposes, and a second for cross-certification with the Federal 
BCA in order to establish trust in outside organizations through the FBCA. For 
example, all DoD internal PKI transactions will be validated using the internal trust 
root. However, those DoD entities that need to validate external peer certificates 
through the FBCA will use the second trust root. 
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Enterprises may limit the set of cross-certificates that are available to Relying Parties 
for certification path development based on trust relationships that exist at the 
business or contractual level. 
For example, a Relying Party’s organization may only allow the use of cross- 
certificates for partner organizations, e.g., those with whom business or contractual 
relationships have been previously established, to build cross-bridge trust paths. 
Enterprises may assemble the set of allowed cross-certificates in an enterprise or 
local certificate store, which eliminates the need for dynamic fetching of the cross- 
certificates during certification path construction.2 

The E-mail Client may support disabling of the function to follow the AIA caIssuers 
pointer to fetch upstream CA certificates. This would ensure that intermediate and 
cross-certificates are never fetched through the URLs contained in the AIA caIssuers 
field. 
Another way to limit the set of certificates that can be used to develop certification 
paths for peers is to establish organization-specific rules in the Certificate Lookup 
Service (e.g., LDAP Proxy) that is configured within an enterprise. 
The Certificate Lookup Service may be configured to fetch certificates only from 
partner organizations that are determined to be trustworthy to the enterprise based 
on bilateral trust established through out-of-band means. 
The additional mechanisms for constraining trust described above are not required 
for Secure E-mail v.1; however, they may be used by enterprises at their own 
discretion to constrain the trust placed in foreign-domain end entity certificates. The 
use or non-use of these mechanisms by an enterprise does not affect in any way the 
ability of foreign domains to trust certificates issued by the enterprise. Moreover, the 
use of these additional mechanisms for constraining trust is completely independent 
of the process of issuance of PKI certificates to end entities within the enterprise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 The set of allowed cross-certificates may be propagated to each desktop using mechanisms such as Microsoft 
Group Policy Objects (GPO). 
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5 S e c u r e E - m  a i l v . 1 T r u s t F r a  m  e  w  o r k 
A r c h i t e c t u r e 

The previous sections discuss various architectural and implementation options for 
secure e-mail collaboration. The following is a summary of the architecture for 
implementing the TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Trust Framework for identity and access 
management that applies to each organization that wants to implement Secure E-mail. 

5 . 1 T r u s t  i n I d e n t i t y 
 

Identity Credentials 

5.1.1 

5.1.4 

 
 

TS: 5.2.1 

An enterprise shall use a PKI implementation 
compliant with x.509v3 that is used to issue 
credentials. 

5.1.5 Certificate Policy Equivalence 
 

 
5.1.6 

 
 

TS: 5.2.2 

An enterprise shall belong to a PKI which is cross- 
certified with the CBCA PKI Bridge or a PKI Bridge that 
is cross-certified with the CBCA such as the FBCA 

 

 
5.1.7 

TS: 5.2.3 

TS: 5.3.1 

An enterprise shall ensure equivalence with CertiPath 
Certificate policies at Technical, Management and 
Operational levels. 

 
5.1.8 

 
TS: 5.2.4 

An enterprise shall ensure operational compliance with 
PKI Compliance Audits. 

 
5.1.9 

TS: 5.2.5 

TS: 5.3.2 
An enterprise shall ensure operational compliance with 
PKI Compliance Audits. 

 
5.1.10 

 
TS: 5.2.6 

An enterprise shall restrict the number of policy 
mappings to a maximum of three. 

 
Certificate Validation 

End users use PKI credentials to identify and authenticate one another: 

• Principal CA of Relying Party is used as the PKI Trust Anchor 

• Transitive trust model through one or two bridge CAs is used to establish trust 
in a peer certificate 
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Constraining PKI Trust 

Enterprises can choose to constrain Trust placed in cross-domain end entity 
certificates beyond that defined above. This is done by using X.509v3 extensions 
within the cross certificate issued by the Principal CA to the Bridge CA. The cross 
certificate issued by the enterprise is described as follows: 

• policyConstraints 

° inhibitPolicyMapping skipCerts=1 allows trust in certificates directly 
cross-certified with the bridge CA to which the PCA is cross- 
certified; a value of 2 allows trust in certificates that are connected 
through two bridge CAs; a value greater than 2 is discouraged for 
Secure E-mail. 

• nameConstraints 

° permitted and excluded subtrees may be asserted in this extension 
to constrain the foreign-domain certificates that are trusted by a 
Relying Party within the domain of the PCA 

 
 
 

5 . 2 T r u s t  i n A t t r i b u t e s f o r A c c e s s C o n t r o l 
 

 
Employer and Identity Attributes 

Employer - The S/MIME v3.x standard supports authentication of a sender using his/her 
PKI certificate. The sender’s certificate will identify the enterprise to which the sender 
belongs, allowing the Relying Party to check the nature of the business relationship with 
that enterprise 

Identity - The S/MIME v3.x standard supports authentication of a sender using his/her 
PKI certificate. The sender’s certificate provides the identity of the sender, thus allowing 
the Relying Party to determine whether to engage with that sender for the business 
transaction. 
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5 . 3 T r u s t  i n D a t a P r o t e c t i o n i n T r a n s i t 
 

 
Confidentiality 

S/MIME v3.x standard Message Encryption will prevent unauthorized access to the 
data in transit. 

 
Message Content Inspection 

 

 
5.3.1 

 
TS: 5.6.5 

Receiving enterprises may inspect incoming encrypted e-mail 
using key recovery mechanisms in accordance with CertiPath 
Key Recovery Policy. 

 

 
5.3.2 

 
TS: 5.6.5 

Sending enterprises may inspect outgoing encrypted e-mail 
using mechanisms that maintain the confidentiality of the 
message in transit. 

 
Integrity 

A valid S/MIME v3 Message Digital Signature will indicate that the contents of the 
message have not been changed in transit. 

 
 
 

5 . 4 T r u s t  i n D a t a P r o t e c t i o n a t R e s t 
 

 
Confidentiality 

S/MIME v3.x standard Message Encryption will ensure that only the recipient can 
access the data while it is stored in the user’s mailbox. 

 
Message Content Recovery by Authorized Personnel 

 

 
5.4.1 

 
 

TS: 5.1.4 

Enterprise recovery of content of encrypted e-mail (belonging to 
enterprise subscribers) may be implemented by authorized 
personnel in accordance with CertiPath Key Recovery Policy. 

 
Integrity 

A valid S/MIME v3.x Message Digital Signature will indicate that the contents of the 
message have not been changed while at rest. 
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6 A p p e n d i x A –  R e f e r e n c e s 

 
 
TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Specification, Version 3.0: TSCP, Sept. 30, 2011. 

 

TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Profile, Version 2.0: TSCP, Sept. 30, 2011. 
 

FIPS 140-1: Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 140-1 Security 
Requirements for Cryptographic Modules, published January 11, 1994, National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

 
FIPS 140-2: Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 140-2 Security 
Requirements for Cryptographic Modules, published May 25, 2005, National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) 

 
FIPS 140-3: DRAFT Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules (Revised Draft) 

 

RFC3280: Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and Certificate 
Revocation List (CRL) Profile 

 
RFC5280: Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and Certificate 
Revocation List (CRL) Profile 
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http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips1401.htm
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips140-2/fips1402.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/fips140-3/revised-draft-fips140-3_PDF-zip_document-annexA-to-annexG.zip
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc5280.txt

